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Does technology change childhood in ways that are not yet fully understood? How might robo-toys affect
the experience of childhood and shape online and off-line expectations?
Technology is ubiquitous: boundaries between the world we live in and the internet become more and
more blurred thanks to networked objects. This does not even halt at areas that are traditionally considered a secure place for self-development and testing oneself through careful interaction with a closed
circle of peers and family: childhood.
Networked toys dominate the shelves in toy stores at a time when neither their real benefits nor their
potentially latent dangers have been fully explored. Do hyper-connected toys transform the relationship
between adults, the child and its environment? Do they shape their minds and predispose them to seek
convenience and speedy responses rather than rely on their own autonomous capacities for critical
thought?
Questions such as who really is in control arise, both of the toys – parents, third parties or even the
toddlers themselves - and of data (including biometrics) that might be collected for unclear purposes
and opaque destinations. For what specific or linkable purpose and above all where and to whom is
data transmitted? What ethical considerations should be addressed?
Is there an actual benefit for the children themselves? Do hyper connected devices and robo-toys teach
them how to handle technology or does it erode their capacity for autonomous reflection as speed and
convenience are prioritised in their on-line and –off-line worlds? Do such toys presage fundamental
transformation of childhood and the imagined and physical worlds?
This special issue will explore the challenges, benefits and pitfalls of networked toys.
We welcome papers discussing the ethical complications including, but not limited to, these areas of
inquiry:





Privacy, reputation, and the secrecy of personal information
Tensions between education and technology
Parenting the robo generation
Ethical liability of manufacturers and data controllers
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Abstracts and Submissions
Potential authors are requested to provide an extended abstract (max. 1,500 words). Abstracts may be
submitted in the native language of the author though an English translation of this abstract must be
included if the chosen language is not English. IRIE will publish articles in English, French, German,
Portuguese or Spanish. The author(s) of contributions in French, Portuguese, or Spanish must nominate at least two potential peer reviewers.
Abstracts will be evaluated by the guest editors. The authors will be informed of acceptance or rejection.
Deadline for the final article (usually ca. 3,000 words or 20,000 characters including blanks) is November 30, 2017.
All submissions will be subject to peer review. Therefore the acceptance of an extended abstract does
not imply the publication of the final text, unless the article has passed the peer review and revisions (if
required) have been included in the text.
All submissions should be sent by email with ‘IRIE Submission’ in the header to the guest editors.
For more information about the journal see: http://www.i-r-i-e.net
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